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Feeling challenged? How might you use creativity to move through it? You may be thinking 'I'm not
creative, I'm not an artist'.
The truth is creativity is a priceless gift and it's our birthright if we claim it!
Creativity motivates, refreshes, inspires, entertains, engages, energizes and is always available to us if
we choose to exercise it.

Get creative and shift your focus!

Looking through a creative lens moves us beyond ordinary thinking to
extra ordinary thinking. I never claimed to be a great artist, but I always
knew I could exercise my creative muscles anytime I needed to navigate
through a challenge.
This past week I wanted to find a way to move beyond my challenged
thinking. I had promised myself that I would paint our yoga room over
the weekend. Upon waking Saturday morning I visioned myself
gathering brushes, taping trim boards, carrying ladders, laying down drop
clothes, buying the paint, etc. and I was sooo dreading the process. It
was a beautiful spring day outside and being inside painting walls was
not my idea of fun. It weighed on me like one big chore!
It was 6:50 AM and my plan was to be at Lowe's by 7 AM to buy the
paint. I continued to lay in bed and thought, 'come on coach motivate
yourself'. You motivate others on a daily basis, suck it up and live your
beliefs!
I asked why, why does it have to be a chore, is there a different way of framing it? What would make it
fun, how would a child look at this? After a moment Picasso's quote popped into my mind...

"To draw you must close your eyes and sing".
Suddenly, it hit me...Wow, I'll close my eyes and paint to music using the walls as my canvas. Everything
shifted, the walls offered an opportunity for unleashing my creative expression.
I jumped out of bed and was at the store by 7:30 am. After preparing the room (which went effortlessly
because I was so excited to try my hand at a large canvas) I quieted myself to some beautiful music,
closed my eyes and began making swift large brushstrokes. I moved my body and breath to the rhythms
creating a meditation in motion!

If you hear a voice within you say 'you cannot paint,' then by all
means paint, and that voice will be silenced." Van Gogh
After awhile I was in a refreshed mindset and moved into painting the
room effortlessly. I was done, cleaned up and all the furniture was back
in place by 3 pm. Instead of feeling exhausted...
I felt energized, renewed and ready to enjoy the beautiful spring day!
So it's all about how we frame our day and where we choose to focus.
Reframing is a creative exercise that connects new neuro-associations for
shifting our energy and perspectives. Creativity is like a physical workout, the
more we engage with it, the more resilience we develop.
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When we take time to check in, pausing to create our frame each day, we
discover the opportunity that seeks us.

